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Abstract—Decentralized anonymous payment (DAP) enables users to directly transfer cryptocurrencies privately without passing

through a central authority. Anonymous cryptocurrencies have been proposed to improve the privacy degree of DAP systems, such as

Zerocash and Monero. However, the strong degree of privacy may cause new regulatory concerns, i.e., the anonymity of transactions

can be used for illegal activities, such as money laundering. In this paper, we propose a novel DAP scheme that supports regulatory

compliance and enforcement. We first introduce regulators into the system, who define regulatory policies for anonymous payment,

and the policies are enforced through commitments and non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs for compostable statements. By doing

so, users can prove that transactions are valid and comply with regulations. A tracing mechanism is embedded in the scheme to allow

regulators to recover the real identities of users when suspicious transactions are detected. The formal security model and proof are

provided to demonstrate that the proposed scheme can achieve desired security properties, and the performance evaluation shows its

high efficiency.

Index Terms—Security and privacy, decentralized anonymous payment, blockchain, cryptocurrencies, regulation enforcement
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1 INTRODUCTION

BLOCKCHAIN, which can record information in a transpar-
ent and unalterable manner through the use of cryptog-

raphy and decentralization, has attracted much attention
from academia and industry. Due to its immutability, verifi-
ability, and programmability, blockchain has found its
applications in various areas, such as financial services [1],
data storage [2], and Internet of Things [3]. Among them,
the most successful application is cryptocurrency, as the
blockchain can facilitate safe and easy transactions without
a trusted authority. Moreover, cryptocurrency enables rapid
payments and can greatly reduce the transaction costs. It
provides an innovative approach to transaction execution,
and has the potential to revolutionize the financial industry
and drive economic changes on a large scale. According to
the CoinMarketCap [4], there have been 8795 cryptocurren-
cies on the market, with the market value reaching more
than $1809 billion.

Although cryptocurrencies have many attractive charac-
teristics, transactional privacy is one of the most challenging
problems when applying them in practice. The nature of
blockchain makes that all transactions can be accessed
by each node in the blockchain network. Thus, the sensitive
information such as payers, payees, and transferred
amounts can be obtained by anyone in the network.
In Bitcoin system, the pseudonym mechanism is employed
to disguise identities of users. However, researchers have
shown that one can de-anonymize users and trace transac-
tions by using graph analysis and address clustering [5], [6].
To improve the privacy of cryptocurrencies, decentralized
anonymous payment (DAP) schemes are proposed, such as
Zerocash [7] and Monero [8]. A DAP scheme enables users
to pay others privately, where the addresses of transaction
participants and transferred amounts are hidden from
others by using cryptographic techniques including zero-
knowledge proofs and pseudorandom functions.

However, the strong degree of privacy, which enables
anonymity and untraceability of transactions, creates new
regulatory concerns [9], [10]. By using blockchain, tradi-
tional currency regulatory processes have been bypassed.
Moreover, since cryptocurrencies are not legal tender in any
jurisdiction and are not issued by a monetary authority,
payers and recipients of cryptocurrencies are not under con-
trol of any third authority, causing cryptocurrency markets
are largely unregulated. Thus, the convertible cryptocurren-
cies can be exploited to conduct illicit activities, such as
money laundering and terrorist financing [11].

In traditional banking industry, there is an authority
who controls the details of the users’ identities and transac-
tion amounts, making it can support financial regulation
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inherently. However, in distributed setting, no authority can
be relied on, and due to the public visibility of the block-
chain, the participants and amounts of transactions need to
be protected, causing the regulation of cryptocurrencies an
intractable problem. In the past years, many efforts have
been made by countries to address the regulatory concerns
of cryptocurrencies [12], [13]. In the US, Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN) issued a guidance docu-
ment that extends Money Services Business (MSB) of the US
Bank Secrecy Act to cryptocurrencies, in which companies
working with cryptocurrencies should comply with know-
your-customer regulations, the same rules that apply to banks
and other financial institutions. Moreover, for the third-party
service providers, such as exchanges, payment services pro-
vides and wallet provides, licensing regimes [14] are intro-
duced to protect customers and combat money laundering.
Canada has also enacted Proceeds of Crime and Terrorist
Financing Act, and transactions over CA $10,000 should be
reported. To meet regulatory requirements, reputable ex-
changes and online wallets enforce real-name identity regis-
tration. Thus, they hold a large amount of information of their
users, including the participants of transactions and the bal-
ance of their accounts, which results in little privacy for users.

Blockchain technology also provides an effective oppor-
tunity for governments to issue their own digital currencies,
which use blockchain-based token to represent a country’s
official currency and are regulated by monetary authority of
the country. One of the benefits of Central Bank Digital Cur-
rency (CBDC) is visibility to the movement of money, which
will significantly improve the insight into the economy and
is helpful for monetary policy making. However, since the
central authority can monitor and regulate the transactions
within the network, CBDC has serious privacy implications,
which hinders its wide adoption. For many countries, a pos-
itive developmental environment for digital currencies,
supported by regulation, is desired. Thus, a balance
between the regulation and privacy of decentralized pay-
ment must be struck.

In this paper, for regulatory compliance of anti-money
laundering, we introduce regulators into our system,
and define three regulatory policies, which include:
1) the total amount of the cryptocurrency one can transfer in
a time period is limited; 2) the frequency of transactions in a
time period is restricted; 3) When suspicious transactions
are detected, the identities of transaction participants can be
recovered by regulators. Based on the defined policies, we
propose a regulated and decentralized anonymous payment
scheme, called RDAP, which can enforce the regulatory pol-
icies while preserving users’ privacy. When conducting a
transaction, a user needs to prove that the transaction com-
plies with the policies, or else the user needs to include its
identity information in the transaction. Note that, if the trans-
action is policy-compliant, identity of the user and transaction
content are concealed from regulators. When illegal or suspi-
cious transactions are discovered, regulators can recover the
real identities of payers and conduct investigations on the
transactions. The challenges in designing a regulated and
decentralized anonymous payment scheme include: 1) How
to design a mechanism that can audit the amount of transac-
tions from one user as well as the number of transactions con-
ducted by the user, while the unlinkability of transactions of

the same user is guaranteed. An external observer should not
be able to associate a counter with a user, and the connection
between an old counter and an updated counter should be
hidden. 2) How to achieve the regulatory enforcement, i.e.,
the validity and compliance of regulation for the transactions
can be verified by validators. 3) How to achieve accountabil-
ity, i.e., when a transaction violates the policies, the identity of
the user can be recovered. Note that a simple encryption
scheme will give the regulator too much power since it can
decrypt the identities of users for each transaction.

To address the challenges, we designed a transaction
counter, which is represented in an algebraic form and is
used to obtain the cumulative transferred amounts and
number of transfers in a time period. We use zero-knowl-
edge proofs (ZKP) to break the linkability of transactions
and prove the compliance of a transaction to the regulatory
policies. Both Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive
Arguments of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) [15] and sigma pro-
tocol-based Zero-knowledge proofs [16] are utilized and
bound together to prove the validity of transactions. A trac-
ing mechanism is embedded in our scheme to enable regu-
lators to reveal the identities of users. The contributions of
the paper are summarized as follows:

� We define the regulatory policies for cryptocurrency
and propose a decentralized anonymous payment
scheme supporting regulatory enforcement, where
regulators are introduced into the system and they
can detect and prevent suspicious transactions. To
ensure both privacy protection and regulatory com-
pliance, the total transferred amount and number of
transfers can be accumulated without leaking the
links between transactions, i.e., our scheme achieves
anonymity and unlinkability of transactions. More-
over, the identities of users can be recovered when
they violate the regulatory policies.

� Considering that there are arithmetic statements and
algebraic statements that need to be proved in the
scheme, we use both zk-SNARKs and sigma proto-
cols, which are suitable for proving arithmetic state-
ments and algebraic statements respectively, to
generate the zero-knowledge proofs for regulation
compliance. Moreover, the two kinds of proofs are
elaborately connected to each other. Compared with
the one that only adopts zk-SNARKs, our scheme is
more efficient for users.

� We define a security model for the regulated and
decentralized anonymous payment schemes, with
the consideration of both regulatory compliance and
privacy protection, and prove that the proposed
RDAP achieves the desired security properties.
Moreover, simulation results demonstrate the low
computation cost for both regulators and users.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,we
review the related work about anonymity and accountability
in cryptocurrencies. We describe the system model and secu-
ritymodel in Section 3. In Section 4, we briefly present prelim-
inaries. We propose decentralized anonymous payment with
regulatory compliance scheme in Section 5. In Section 6, we
prove the security of our scheme. Performance evaluation is
given in Section 7, followed by the conclusion in Section 8.
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2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Anonymity in Cryptocurrencies

Considering the transparency of blockchain [17], to achieve
privacy-preserving cryptocurrency, Saberhagen proposed
Cryptonote [18], which utilizes traceable ring signatures to
hide the participants of transactions and one-time keys to
prevent double-spending of a coin. CoinJoin [19] uses coin
mixing services to protect the originators of transactions,
however, a centralized CoinJoin server is required in the
system. Monero protocol [8], which is designed based on
CryptoNote, uses the technique of Confidential Transac-
tions to hide the amounts of transactions. Considering that
Bitcoin only preserves users’ privacy through pseudonyms,
Miers et al. proposed Zerocoin [20], which uses an accumu-
lator scheme and non-interactive ZKP to break the link
between the Mint transactions and Spend transactions. Due
to Zerocoin still reveals the destinations and amounts of
transactions, Ben-Sasson et al. formulated decentralized
anonymous payment (DAP) schemes [7], and proposed Zer-
ocash as a practical instantiation. By using zk-SNARKs,
commitment schemes [21], and collision-resistant hash func-
tion-based Merkle tree, Zereocash preserves the confidenti-
ality of the origin, destination, and transferred amount of a
payment.

2.2 Auditability and Accountability in
Cryptocurrencies

To solve the regulatory issues raised by anonymous transac-
tions, many efforts have been made to balance the privacy
protection and enforcement of regulatory policies. Garman
et al. [9] added the policy-enforcement mechanisms to Zero-
cash, and the proposed approach allows selective user trac-
ing and tained coins tracing. However, they are achieved by
using zk-SNARKs techniques, resulting in the poor perfor-
mance of the system. Wu et al. proposed a regulated digital
currency [22], where transactions are supervised by an audi-
tor, who can monitor the flow of money and obtain identi-
ties of users. In the scheme, coins in the system have fixed
denominations, and transferred amounts are not concealed.
Ma et al. proposed SkyEye [23], which allows a regulator to
trace users’ identities by adding identity proofs in each
anonymous transaction. The identity proof is used to prove
users’ legitimacy and achieve tracing. However, the regula-
tor can recover the identities of all transaction participants
regardless of whether a user violates the policies. Wust et al.
proposed PRCash [24], which is designed based on Mimble-
wimble and can achieve private and regulated transactions
in permissioned blockchain setting. Lin et al. presented a
decentralized condition anonymous payment system DCAP
[25], where for each transaction, a new anonymous address
will be created by a transaction participant from its long-
term address. In the scheme, users’ long-term addresses are
encrypted by the manager’s public key, and the manager
needs to obtain the long-term address of a user to determine
whether the user is legitimate, which causes the large over-
head of managers and the disclosure of user privacy.

Chatzigiannis et al. investigated the distributed payment
schemes [26] that provide auditability functionalities for
regulators. In the paper, the relevant work falls into two cat-
egories: organization-based auditability, where some third

parties such as exchanges need to offer cryptographic sol-
vency proofs [27], and user/transaction level-based audit-
ability, where regulators can learn about the previous
transactions of a specific user or the involved users of a
transaction. The authors also summarized the related
schemes in terms of security guarantees, efficiency, and gen-
eral properties such as the account model and consensus
protocol used. Chatzigiannis et al. also proposed a distrib-
uted payment scheme [28], which allows a third party to
audit the transactions generated from an authorized set of
entities. The provided pruning function can save the storage
overhead of a ledger without affecting the audit functionali-
ties. Li et al. proposed the concept of Traceable Monero [29],
a novel method to balance the user anonymity and account-
ability on top of Monero. In their framework, the tracing
authority is optimistic, which is only involved when investi-
gations in malicious transactions are required. They pre-
sented a construction by cleverly taking advantage of the
trick of verifiable encryption to identify the long-term
account and the one-time account, respectively. Androulaki
et al. proposed an auditable token system [30] for enterprise
networks. The system is built based on a permissioned
blockchain and uses conservative computational assump-
tions such as discrete-logarithm assumption.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND SECURITY MODEL

3.1 System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, we focus on a decentralized payment
system supporting regulatory compliance and enforcement.
The involved entities are described as follows:

� Regulators: To allow the regulation of the flow of
cryptocurrencies, we assume in each jurisdiction,
there is a regulator, which is responsible for generat-
ing pseudo-identity certificates for users and tracing
users’ identities for suspicious transactions. Only the
regulators have the right to recover users’ identities.

� Users: Users need to first register with a regulator to
obtain initial counter certificates and pseudo-identity
certificates, which are used for potential identity
tracing. Users can be payers or recipients in the sys-
tem. They can create address public keys and private
keys for coin minting and transferring.

Fig. 1. System model.
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� Validators: Validators are responsible for verifying
the correctness of transactions and maintaining the
public ledgers. If a transaction is valid and complies
with the regulatory policies, they will add it on the
blockchain. Otherwise, validators will send the
transaction to the corresponding regulator, who can
recover the user’s real identity and conduct the fol-
low-up investigation.

� Trust Authority (TA): TA is responsible for initializ-
ing the system and generating public parameters for
users and validators.

Our system works as follows: Users in the system should
first register with the local regulator. Validators maintain a
public and append-only ledger. To spend the cryptocur-
rency, users should first mint coins and propose a mint
transaction. The transaction is put on the ledger only when
the user has paid the corresponding amount of Bitcoin or
other currency to a backing escrow pool. To hide the origin
of the payer, a commitment of the coin is included in the
mint transaction, and the commitment is added to the list of
coin commitments. When the user spends the coin, he needs
to prove that the coin commitment is in the list and the serial
number of the coin is exposed to prevent the double-spend-
ing. Users can transfer coins through pour transactions and
spend the received coins. To preserve users’ transaction pri-
vacy, a zero-knowledge proof is included in a pour transac-
tion to prove that the transaction is valid without leaking the
participants and amount transferred. Moreover, a regulatory
compliance proof should be embedded in the transaction to
ensure the effective regulation. When violations are detected
by validators, they will send the corresponding transactions
to the local regulator, who can recover the identities of the
users and investigate the transactions.

3.2 Security Model

For a regulated and decentralized anonymous payment sys-
tem, the desired properties include anonymity, authentica-
tion, balance, and traceability. In the following, we formally
define the properties by games [31] involving a challenger
C, an adversary A, and an RDAP oracle ORDAP , where A is a
polynomial time adversary. A can send C different types of
queries, which include Register, CreateAddress, Mint, Pour,
and Receive queries. After the sanity checks of the queries,
C forwards the queries to ORDAP , which maintains a ledger
and executes the queries according to the RDAP scheme,
and outputs the resulting transactions. In this way, A can
elicit the actions of honest users, and learn the public
outputs. Note that A cannot obtain the private inputs in
generating a transaction. A can also send mint or pour
transactions to C, which is called insert queries. After the
sanity check, C forwards the transactions to ORDAP .

GAME Anonymity: For the anonymity, as in [31], we
define the property by using ledger indistinguishability, i.e.,
the ledger reveals no information about users other than
public information on a ledger, such as the total number of
transactions and transaction fees paid by a user. C, A, and
two oracles ORDAP

0 , ORDAP
1 are involved in the game.

Initialization: C randomly selects a bit b 2 f0; 1g and initi-
alizes ORDAP

0 and ORDAP
1 . For i 2 0; 1, ORDAP

i maintains a
ledger Li.

Query: A can submit different queries, such as Register,
Mint, and Pour queries, to the two oracles. Each time, A
submits two queries Q;Q0 with the same type and identical
public information to C. C provides the view of two ledgers
L0; L1 to A with a random order, i.e., Lleft ¼ Lb; Lright ¼
L1�b, where b 2 f0; 1g. If the queries are Register, Mint,
Pour, Receive queries, after the sanity check of the two
queries, C sends Q to ORDAP

0 , and Q0 to ORDAP
1 . If the queries

are Insert queries,Q is sent toORDAP
left , andQ0 is sent toORDAP

right .
Guess: After the queries, A needs to determine that

whether the ledgers it sees are Lleft ¼ L0; Lright ¼ L1, which
means b ¼ 0, or Lleft ¼ L1; Lright ¼ L0, i.e., b ¼ 1. A returns a
bit b0 to C, which is the guess of A.

A wins the game if the b0 ¼ b. The anonymity property
requires that for a polynomial-time A, the advantage of A,
i.e., Pr½b0 ¼ b� � 1

2 , is negligible.
GAME Authentication: Authentication property captures

the requirement that users in the system should register
with a local regulator to ensure the effective supervision of
the cryptocurrency. The GAME Authentication involves A,
C, and an oracle ORDAP .

Initialization: C initializes ORDAP , which maintains a led-
ger L.

Queries: A adaptively interacts with ORDAP by sending
different queries to C, which forwards the queries to ORDAP

if the queries pass the sanity checks. ORDAP executes the
queries and provides Awith the view of the ledger L.

Output: A outputs a pour transaction tx0 that satisfies
that: 1) the transaction is valid; 2) the payer of the transac-
tion is not registered with the regulator.

A wins GAME Authentication if A outputs a transaction
that satisfies the above two conditions. The authentication
property requires that no adversary can have a non-negligi-
ble probability in winning the above game.

GAME Balance: Balance property captures the require-
ment that the total input value and the output value of a
transaction should be equal. The GAME Balance involves A,
C, and an oracleORDAP .

Initialization: C initializes ORDAP , which maintains a
ledger L.

Queries: A can submit queries to ORDAP , which simulates
the behavior of honest users. ORDAP executes the queries
and provides Awith the view of the ledger L.

Output: After the queries, A outputs a set of coins SA
coin.

Let vunspent be the value of unspent coins of A in SA
coin and

vpublic be the sum of public values in the Pour transactions
inserted by A. vMint denotes the total value of coins A has
minted. vADDR!A is the total value that A received from
honest users, and vA!ADDR is the total value that transferred
by A to honest users. A wins GAME Balance if the total
value it has spent and the remaining coins it can spend is
greater than it has minted or received from others, i.e.,

vunspent þ vpublic þ vA!ADDR � vmint þ vADDR!A:

The balance property requires that A can win the above
game with only a negligible probability.

GAME Traceability: Traceability property captures the
requirement that when a transaction violates the regulatory
policies, the regulator can recover the user’s real identity
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from the transaction. The GAME Traceability involves A, C,
and an oracle ORDAP .

Initialization: C initializes ORDAP , which maintains a led-
ger L.

Queries: A can interact with the oracle ORDAP by sending
different types of queries to C, which proxies queries to

ORDAP . ORDAP executes the queries and provides A with
the view of the ledger L, which simulates the behavior of
honest parties. When transactions violate the regulatory
policies, ORDAP can recover the identities of parties by using
the Trace algorithm in RDAP. A can also obtain the recov-
ered identities of parties.

Output: In this phase, A outputs a pour transaction tx�.
A wins the game if tx� violates the regulatory policies,

whereas it pass the verification of validators, or the regula-
tor fails to recover the identity of the user, or the recovered
user does not register with the regulator. RDAP achieves
traceability if A can win the above game with no more than
a negligible probability.

4 PRELIMINARIES

4.1 Zero-Knowledge Proofs

Let L be the language L ¼ fxj 9ws:t: Rðx;wÞ ¼ 1g, where w
is a witness of x. Zero-knowledge proofs enable a prover
who owns w to convince a verifier that x 2 L without leak-
ing w.

Sigma protocols [32] are interactive zero-knowledge
proof protocols between two parties P and V . The two par-
ties have a common input x, and P has a private witness w.
In general, sigma protocols are suitable for algebra-related
statements, for example, proving that one owns an x such
that gx ¼ y, where g; y are public values in a multiplicative
cyclic group. Sigma protocols only need a constant number
of algebraic operations, and proof sizes are small. In gen-
eral, a sigma protocol is a three-move protocol. In the proto-
col, P first transmits an initial message T to V . Then, V
returns a challenge c. After that, P calculates and forwards
a response z to V . According to the ðT; c; zÞ, V outputs 1 if
the proof is verified. Let G be a multiplicative cyclic group
and g is a generator. A sigma protocol that proves the
knowledge of x 2 Zp such that y ¼ gx is shown as follows:

1) P selects a random a 2 Zp, and calculates T ¼ ga.
Then, P sends T to V .

2) V randomly selects c 2 Zp, and returns c to P .
3) P calculates z ¼ a� cxmod p, and forwards z to V .
4) V calculates ycgz, and if it is equal to T , V outputs 1.

Otherwise, it outputs 0.

4.2 Zk-SNARKs

Let C denote an arithmetic circuit. RC represents an NP
relation RC ¼ fðx;wÞjCðx;wÞ ¼ 0g. The language for RC is
LC ¼ fxj 9 v; s:t: Cðx;vÞ ¼ 0g. Zk-SNARKs are suitable for
proving statements that are denoted as arithmetic circuits.
The proofs have short sizes and can be verified within a few
milliseconds. A zk-SNARK scheme [33], [34] for language
LC contains three algorithms (KeyGen, Prove, Verify):

KeyGen(�; C): The inputs of the algorithm include a secu-
rity parameter � and a circuit C. The outputs are a proving
key pk and a verification key vk.

Prove(pk; x;v): With the inputs pk and an witness v of x,
the algorithm returns a proof p for the statement x.

Verify(vk; x;p): Given vk, x, and p, the algorithm outputs
1 if p is a valid proof for x 2 LC .

4.3 Decentralized Anonymous Payment (DAP)
Schemes

A DAP scheme [7] is a decentralized electronic currency
scheme that enables anonymous payments among individu-
als. By which, a user can mint coins and transfer coins to
others without leaking the participants and the transferred
amount. A DAP scheme contains six polynomial algo-
rithms: Setup, CreateAddress, Mint, Pour, VerifyTransaction,
and Receive.

Setup: This algorithm is used to generate system parame-
ters. Given a security parameter �, the algorithm returns
public parameters pp.

CreateAddress: Users can use this algorithm to create
address key pairs. Given pp, the algorithm outputs an
address public and private key pair (addrpk; addrsk), which
can be used to send and receive coins.

Mint: Before users transfer coins to others, they need to
mint coins first. Given pp, addrpk, and a coin value v, the
algorithm returns a mint transaction txMint and a coin c.

Pour: This algorithm is run by users. It can be used to
transfer coins from payers to payees. The inputs of the algo-
rithm include pp, the old coins cold1 ; cold2 , the secret address
keys addroldsk1

; addroldsk2
, and the public address keys of payees.

The outputs are two new coins cnew1 and cnew2 for the recipi-
ents and a pour transaction trPour.

VerifyTransaction: The algorithm is run by validators. By
using this algorithm, they can verify whether a pour trans-
action or a mint transaction is valid. The algorithm takes as
input pp, a mint or a pour transaction, and a public ledger
L. If the validity of the transaction is verified, the algorithm
outputs a bit 1. Otherwise, it outputs 0.

Receive: Users can use this algorithm to receive coins from
others. The algorithm takes as input an address key pair
(addrpk; addrsk) and a public ledger L, and outputs the
received coins.

5 DECENTRALIZED ANONYMOUS PAYMENT

SCHEME WITH REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

5.1 Our Policies

Considering that cryptocurrency can be exploited for illegal
transactions, regulation policies should be enforced to
ensure compliance with anti-money laws and counter-ter-
rorist financing. In many countries, there is a restriction on
the amount of the cryptocurrency one can transfer at a time.
For example, in the US, transactions over $1000 should be
reported to Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (Fin-
CEN). Exchanges such as Huobi and Binance also set a
threshold for the total amount of cryptocurrency one can
purchase in a day. According to existing requirements, We
have similar restrictions on transactions. Moreover, in order
to realize the supervision of cryptocurrency, users in the
system should register with the regulators, who will issue
them pseudo-random identity certificates that are used
for identity tracing if needed. Taking into account users’
privacy concerns, users’ transaction privacy should be
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preserved, which means a user’s identity, balance, and
transferred amount should be hidden from others. Mean-
while, there should be a mechanism that can detect the pol-
icy violations. When suspicious transactions are discovered,
regulators can recover the identities of users and take corre-
sponding measures.

Thus, the regulatory policies in our decentralized anony-
mous payment scheme are listed as follows:

� The total amount of cryptocurrency one can transfer
in a time period is limited to vlimit.

� The number of the transactions one can conduct in a
time period is limited to nlimit.

� Users should register with the local regulator. When
violations are detected, the identities of the corre-
sponding users can be recovered.

Note that by adjusting the length of a period and the
amount one can transfer, regulators can detect and prevent
the suspicious transactions as needed.

5.2 Overview of RDAP

To effectively enforce the regulatory policies defined above,
a counter is built for each user at each time period to accu-
mulate the amount of cryptocurrency transferred and the
number of transfers in this time period. The initial counter
is signed by the local regulator. After each transaction, the
counter is updated according to the amount transferred. To
guarantee the unlinkability of different transactions con-
ducted by the same user, we build a Merkle Hash Tree
(MHT) T cID for counters. When a user transfers cryptocur-
rency to others, the user needs to prove that the counter
used in the transaction is a valid counter, which means it is
a leaf node of the tree T cID, and the counter is the latest
counter of the user.

To guarantee the correctness and regulation enforcement
of transactions, two kinds of proofs are embedded in a pour
transaction. The first proof p1 proves that the transaction is
valid, i.e., the coins to be spent belong to the user and are
not spent before, the new coins generated for the receiver
are well-formed, and the input value and the output value
are balanced. Thus, validators can verify the validity of
transactions by checking p1. Since the pseudorandom func-
tion PRF and the commitment scheme used to construct a
coin can be instantiated via SHA256 hash function, p1 can
be achieved by using the zk-SNARKs technique. On the
other hand, to guarantee the enforcement of regulatory poli-
cies, i.e., the whole number of cryptocurrency and the num-
ber of transactions one can conduct in a period are limited,
or else, a regulator can recover the identities of the payer,
we accumulate the values one transferred and the number
of transfers. This is more convenient to represent it algebrai-
cally. Thus, we construct a transaction counter, where the
cumulative values are in the exponential positions. In each
transaction, the counter is updated according to the transac-
tion amount. To guarantee that the counter is updated cor-
rectly, the transaction is in accordance with the regulatory
policies, and a user cannot use others’ counter to avoid
supervision, we designed the second zero-knowledge proof
p2. If the transaction complies with the defined policies, the
proof proves that the amount and number of times trans-
ferred are within limits, otherwise, the user needs to include

the pseudo-identity certificate in the transaction and proves
that it belongs to him/her. With the second proof, if a trans-
action violates the policies, the corresponding regulator can
recover the identity of the user and investigate the transac-
tion. If the transaction is judged legal, the regulator will
sign the transaction and send it to validators, who will add
the transaction to the blockchain.

5.3 Details of RDAP

The proposed RDAP consists of seven algorithms, namely,
Setup, Register, Mint, Pour, Verify, Receive, and Trace.

Setup: With the input of a security parameter �, TA choo-
ses an elliptic curve group G of order p, and the points of
the elliptic curve are defined over a field Ft. g; g1; g2;
g3; g4; g5; �g; h are generators of group G and for each two of
them, the discrete logarithm of an element with respect to
the other one is unknown. Let q > 2t3 be a prime number,
and G be an elliptic curve group of order q. ĝ and ĥ are
generators of G, and logĝĥ is unknown. TA also generates
three pseudorandom functions PRFaddr

x , PRFpk
x , PRFsn

x ,
and two secure hash function H : G� Zp ! f0; 1gk and H1 :
f0; 1g� ! f0; 1gk, where k > �. Let COM and Com be two
commitment schemes and CRH be a collision-resistant hash
function that is used for constructing Merkle trees. The
main parameters in our scheme are listed in Table 1.

Register: Users in a jurisdiction need to register with the
corresponding regulator. A regulator R selects a random
number s as its master secret key, and calculates the public
key Ppub ¼ gs . R also generates an ECDSA signing key pair
ðsskR; spkRÞ. For a time period, R sets the amount of crypto-
currency one can transfer as vlimit, and the limit of total
number of transactions one can conduct to be nlimit.

When a user U registers withR, they interact as follows:

1) U chooses a random number rp 2 Zp and calculates
PID1 ¼ grp and Rp ¼ g

rp
1 . Then, U generates a proof

pr for the following statement:

PKfðrpÞ : PID1 ¼ grp ^Rp ¼ g
rp
1 g:

U also creates an encryption public-private key
pair ðepk; eskÞ. After that, U sends PID1, Rp, pr, epk,
and its real identity RID to R. Here, Rp is used for
initial counter generation.

2) R chooses a V 2 Zp, which represents a period and is
public to all validators and users. If RID and pr are
valid, R generates a pseudo-identity PID ¼ fPID1;
PID2g for U, where

PID2 ¼ RID�HðPIDs
1 ; V Þ:

3) R randomly selects �0;f0 2 Zp and calculates the ini-
tial counter of U as cID0 ¼ g

rp
1 gV2 g

�0
5 h

f0 . Note that a
counter of U in epoch V has the form

cID ¼ g
rp
1 gV2 g

ugm4 g
�
5h

f;

where u;m; �;f 2 Zp. u denotes the accumulated trans-
ferred amount in epoch V ,m denotes the accumulated
number of transfers in epoch V . � and f are used for
randomization. Since this is the initial counter, the
transferred amount and the number of transfers for
the user are 0. Thus, the initial counter obtained by
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the user is cID0 ¼ g
rp
1 gV2 g

�0
5 h

f0 . R also encrypts �0;f0

with epk, and sends the ciphertext to U.
4) R signs PID and cID0 with ssk, and obtains the

signature SigðPIDÞ and SigðcID0Þ. R sends the
ðPID; SigðPIDÞ; cID0; SigðcID0ÞÞ to U, where ðPID;
SigðPIDÞÞ is a pseudo-identity certificate PIC for U,
and ðcID0; SigðcID0ÞÞ is the initial counter certificate
for U .

5) R builds a MHT tree T cID on the cIDs, and sends the
authentication path of cID0 to U. R also sends
ðcID0; SigðcID0ÞÞ to validators, who alsomaintain the
MHT tree T cID on cIDs for transaction verification.

Note that U can only register once in a period. U generates
its address secret key and public key ðask; apkÞ by choosing a
random seed ask 2 f0; 1g�, and computes apk ¼ PRFaddr

ask
ðrpÞ.

U can generatemany address keys by itself.
Mint: When U mints a coin c with a value v, it first choo-

ses a random r, and calculates the serial number of the coin
as sn ¼ PRFsn

ask
ðrÞ. Then, to generate the coin, U computes

k ¼ COMrðapkjjrÞ for a random r, and cm ¼ COMsðvjjkÞ for
a random s, where cm is the coin commitment. The mint
transaction txMint is txMint ¼ ðcm; s; v; kÞ. Moreover, U needs
to deposit v Bitcoin to make the mint transaction to be
accepted.

Validators check whether cm ¼ COMsðvjjkÞ, and if the
equation holds, txMint is considered valid and can be
published on blockchain. Validators build a Merkle tree

T coin over the list of coin commitments using CRH,
where leaf nodes are coin commitments of minted coins.
The minted coin c is denoted as c ¼ ðapk; r; r; s; v; cmÞ, and
is kept by U.

Pour: When U transfers coins to others, it needs to create
a pour transaction. Without loss of generality, we assume
the number of input coins and output coins is 2. The values
of input coins and output coins are denoted as vold1 ; vold2 and
vnew1 ; vnew2 . Similar to Zerocash, for i 2 f1; 2g, U chooses a
random number rnewi , and generates the coin as knewi ¼
COMrnew

i
ðanewpki

jjrnewi Þ; and cmnew
i ¼ COMsnew

i
ðvnewi jjknewi Þ with

a random rnewi , the address public key of recipient pki, and a
random snewi . The new generated two coins are

cnewi ¼ ðanewpk;i ; r
new
i ; rnewi ; snewi ; vnewi ; cmnew

i Þ:

U generates the encryption of ðrnewi ; rnewi ; snewi ; vnewi Þ using
the public encryption key of receiver Ri, which is included
in the transaction.

Let rt be the current root of Merkle tree T coin, and path be
the authentication path from a coin commitment to the root
of T coin. A pour transaction includes txPour ¼ ðrt; snold

1 ; snold
2 ;

cmnew
1 ; cmnew

2 ; vpub; �Þ, where snold
1 is used to prevent double-

spending of coins, and * denotes other auxiliary informa-
tion, such as a zero-knowledge proof and the corresponding
regulator of U. vpub is the value that denotes transaction fees.
To guarantee the non-malleability of a pour transaction, U
generates a signing key pair ðpksig; sksigÞ for a one-time sig-
nature scheme. Then, U calculates hSig ¼ CRHðpksigÞ, and
computes the values h1 ¼ PRFpk

aold
sk;1

ðhSigÞ and h2 ¼ PRFpk

aold
sk;2

ðhSigÞ. U uses sksig to sign the pour transaction, and obtain
a signature sPour. Values hSig; h1, h2, sPour, and pksig are
included in txPour.

To prove that a pour transaction txPour is valid and com-
plies with regulatory policies, two proofs are included in
txPour, which are p1 and p2. Given the witness

v ¼ ðcold1 ; cold2 ; cnew1 ; cnew2 ; addroldsk;1; addr
old
sk;2; path1; path2Þ

and the instance trPour, p1 proves the following statement:

� cold1 and cold2 are minted coins, i.e., path1 and path2 are
valid authentication paths for cm1 and cm2.

� U owns cold1 and cold2 , i.e., aoldpki
¼ PRFaddr

aold
sk;i

ðrpÞ:
� snold

1 and snold
2 are serial number of cold1 and cold1 , i.e.,

for i 2 f1; 2g, snold
i ¼ PRFsn

aold
sk;i

ðroldi Þ:
� all the coin commitments are well-formed, i.e., for i 2

f1; 2g,

cmnew
i ¼ COMsnew

i
ðCOMri

newðanewpk;i jjrnewi Þvnewi jjÞ:

Same as cmold
i .

� The total number of input coins is equal to output
values, i.e., vold1 þ vold2 ¼ vnew1 þ vnew2 þ vpub:

� The address secret key aoldsk;i ties hSig to hi, i.e., hi ¼
PRFpk

aold
sk;i

ðhSigÞ:
The second proof p2 is generated for regulatory policy

enforcement. For a pour transaction, the user needs to prove
the following statements in p2:

1) The counter in the transaction belongs to the user.
2) The counter is a leaf node of the tree T cID.

TABLE 1
Parameters in the System

Acronym Definition

c Coin
v Coin value
vpub Transaction fee
G Elliptic curve group of order p
g; g1; g2; g3; g4; g5; �g; h Generators of group G
G Elliptic curve group of order q
ĝ; ĥ Generators of group G
s Master secret key of the regulator R
Ppub gs , public key of R
spkR; sskR Signing key pair of R
rp A random number associated with a

user
PID ¼ fPID1; PID2g Pseudo-identity of a user
RID Real identity of a user
V A time period
cID Transaction counter of a user
cIDsn Serial number of cID
u Accumulated transferred amount
m Accumulated number of transfers
T cID MHT built based on cIDs
apk; ask Address public key and private key
sn Serial number of a coin
cm Coin commitment
T coin MHT built based on coin

commitments
s; r Random numbers used to construct a

coin
r Random number used to construct a

serial number
pksig; sksig One time signing key pair
vold1 ; vold2 Input values of a pour transaction
vnew1 ; vnew2 Output values of a pour transaction
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3) The counter is updated correctly based on the
transaction.

4) The common inputs values in p2 and p1 are the
same.

5) If the transaction complies with the polices, the user
proves that the transferred amounts and the number
of transfers are within the limits in the time period.
Otherwise, the user includes the pseudo-identity cer-
tificate PIC in the transaction and proves that the
certificate belongs to him/her.

To be specific, U creates the proofs for the corresponding
statements as follows:

1) U needs to prove that the counter in the transaction
belongs to him/her. Assume the current counter is
of the form cID ¼ g

rp
1 gV2 g

u
3g

m
4 g

�
5h

f, where u;m; � and f

are known to U. Let the coordinate values of cID be
ðcIDx; cIDyÞ. U computes the commitment of cID as
C1 ¼ ComqðcIDxÞ, and C2 ¼ ComqðcIDyÞ [35]. Given
cIDsn ¼ g

rp
1 gV2 g

u
3g

m
4 g

�
5, which is the serial number of

cID, and the commitment of cID, U proves that

PKfðrp; u;m;f; cIDÞ :
C1 ¼ ComqðcIDxÞ ^
C2 ¼ ComqðcIDyÞ ^

cID ¼ cIDsnh
f ^

cIDsn ¼ g
rp
1 gV2 g

u
3g

m
4 g

�
5 ^

Crp ¼ CompðrpÞg: (1)

The construction of the proof for this statement is
shown in Appendix.

2) U proves that the counter is a valid counter, i.e., the
counter is a leaf node of the tree T cID. Given cID ¼
ðcIDx; cIDyÞ and the commitment ðC1; C2Þ ¼
ðComqðcIDxÞ; ComqðcIDyÞÞ of cID, U proves that cID
is in the tree T cID, and the input cID is equal to cID
in the commitment. Let cID1 ¼ cIDx; cID2 ¼ cIDy.
The user utilizes a zk-SNARK scheme to prove that
cID is in the tree T cID. Then, the user proves

PKfðcID1; cID2; hÞ : y0 ¼ Hð1=2Þh
Y2

i¼1

G
cIDi
i ^

y1 ¼ ComqðcID1Þ ^
y2 ¼ ComqðcID2Þ g: (2)

Here, H and Gi; i 2 f1; 2g are included in the CRS
of the zk-SNARK (Section 4.2 of [35]) and Gi corre-
sponds to cIDi. h 2 Zp is a random number used to
achieve zero-knowledge SNARK. Note that this
proof can be achieved by using non-interactive zero-
knowledge proofs for composite statements [35].

3) U proves that the counter is updated correctly based
on the transferred amount. U first computes cID0 ¼
cIDsn � gv

old

3 g4g
�0
5 h

t0 , where vold ¼ vold1 þ vold2 , and �0; t0

are random numbers in Zp. Note that this updates
the counter by adding the transferred amounts by
vold and the number of transfers by 1. Then, U proves
that

PKfðrp; vold; �0; t0; vold1 ; vold2 ;t1; t2; t3Þ :

Compðvold1 Þ ¼�gv
old
1 ht1^

Compðvold2 Þ ¼�gv
old
2 ht2 ^

CompðvoldÞ ¼�gv
old
ht3 ^

vold ¼ vold1 þvold2 ^

cID0 ¼ cIDsn�gv
old

3 g4g
�0
5 h

t0 g: (3)

4) U proves that the common inputs values in two zero-
knowledge proofs p1 and p2 are the same. Given the
commitments of vold1 , vold2 , and rp, U proves that
vold1 ; vold2 and rp used in p2 are same as the ones used
in p1. Let a1 ¼ vold1 ; a2 ¼ vold2 and a3 ¼ rp. It proves

PKfða1; a2; a3; h1; t01; t02; trÞ :

y0 ¼ Hð1=2Þh1
Y3

j¼1

G
aj
j ^

Compða1Þ ¼ �ga1ht1 ^
Compða2Þ ¼ �ga2ht2 ^
Compða3Þ ¼ �grphtrp g: (4)

Here, H and Gj; j 2 f1; 2; 3g are included in the
CRS of the zk-SNARK (Section 4.2 of [35]) and Gj

corresponds to aj. h1 is used to achieve zero-knowl-
edge SNARK, and Compða3Þ is the same as CompðrpÞ
in step 1.

5) According to whether the transaction violates the
regulation policies, U acts as follows:
� When the transferred amounts and the number

of transfers are within the limit in the time
period, U generates the following proof: Given
the current cID0, the commitment of the total
transferred coins Compð�vÞ in the period, and the
commitment of the total number of transfers
Compð�nÞ in the period, U proves that

PKfð�v; �n; rp; ��; �t; t�v; t�nÞ :

cID’ ¼ g
rp
1 gV2 g

�v
3g

�n
4g

��
5h

�t^
Compð�vÞ ¼ �g�vht�v ^
Compð�nÞ ¼ �g�nht�n ^

�v 2 ½0; vlimit� ^
�n 2 ½0; nlimit�g: (5)

The range proof of �v and �n can be generated
using bulletproof [36].

� When the accumulated transferred value or
number of transfers exceeds the predefined limit,
U adds the pseudo-identity certificate PIC to
txPour, and prove that

PKfrp : PID1 ¼ grpg:

The proof binds U’s real identity to the txPour

and can be generated by using sigma protocol.
Verify: Given the public parameters, transaction txPour,

and the proof in the transaction, validators verify the cor-
rectness and regulation compliance of the transaction before
it can be added to the ledger. If the total amount of
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transferred coins and total number of transfers are within
the corresponding limits, validators add cID0 in tree T cID.
The cIDsn prevents a user from using a previous counter.
For the subsequent transactions, U needs to prove that cID0

is in the T cID given the commitment of cID0. If the transac-
tion violates the regulation policies, validators send the
transaction to the corresponding regulator, who will investi-
gate and deal with it accordingly.

Receive: Given the current ledger, the ciphertext sent from
U , the decryption key of Ri, the receiver first checks
whether rnewi is different from the r received before. If not,
Ri notifies U and requires a replacement of rnewi , since the
same r will result in a same serial number. Otherwise,
Ri; i 2 f1; 2g, outputs the new coin cnewi ¼ ðanewpk;i ; r

new
i ;

rnewi ; snewi ; vnewi ; cmnew
i Þ. The new coin can be spent by using

pour transaction.
Trace: When receiving a pour transaction txPour, a regula-

tor parses the pseudo-identity certificate PIC as fPID;
SigðPIDÞg and PID as fPID1; PID2g. The regulator first
verifies the validity of the signature and the zero-knowledge
proof of PKfrp : PID1 ¼ grpg. If it is valid, the regulator cal-
culates the real ID of the user as RID ¼ PID2 �HðPIDs

1 ; V Þ:

6 SECURITY PROOF

In this section, we prove the security of the proposed RDAP,
i.e., showing that the proposed RDAP satisfies the anonym-
ity, authentication, balance, and traceability.

Theorem 1. RDAP achieves Anonymity if the zk-SNARK
scheme is zero knowledge, the encryption scheme Enc is indis-
tinguishable under the chosen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA),
the COMM scheme is statistically-hiding, and the pseudoran-
dom function PRF is indistinguishable from a random function.

Proof. The anonymity of our scheme can be proved by led-
ger indistinguishability, i.e., the ledger reveals no infor-
mation about users other than the publicly-revealed
information, such as the total number of transactions,
public strings in transactions, and values of minted
coins.

We construct a sequence of games ðGreal, G1, G2, G3,
GsimÞ, in which C makes a modification of the original
game Greal defined in the security model. We will show
that the difference between the advantages of A in Greal

and in Gsim is negligible. tu

In game G1, after sampling b 2 f0; 1g, C modifies the Greal

by using a simulator S for simulating Key generation and
Proof generation of zk-SNARKs. Instead of invoking Key-
Gen(�; C) of zk-SNARKs, C uses S to generate the proving
key pk, verification key vk, and a trapdoor trap. C sends the
public parameters to A, and initializes two RDAP oracles
ORDAP

0 and ORDAP
1 . For the Prove algorithm in zk-SNARKs,

S generates the proof p using the statement and trap with-
out utilizing the witness w. Since the zk-SNARK scheme is
zero knowledge, the distributions of proofs generated by S
and Prove algorithm are identical. Thus, the difference
between the G1 and Greal is zero.

In game G2, C modifies G1 by replacing the ciphertexts
that are generated by using the public keys of the receivers
with the encryptions of random strings. Specifically, when

A submits a Pour query, in which the output addresses
ðaddrnewpk;1; addr

new
pk;2Þ are previous generated by CreatAddress

queries. For each oracle, it creates the ciphertexts as follows:
First, the address public keys are replaced by random gen-
erated public keys; Second, the plaintext to be encrypted is
replaced by a random string chosen form the plain space.
let qP be the total number of Pour queries sent by A. If A
has the advantage �1 in Enc’s IND-CPA experiments, the
difference between game G2 and G1 is at most 4 	 qP 	 �1.

In gameG3, CmodifiesG2 by replacing the generated PRF
values with random strings. Specifically, for a CreatAddress
query, the public key address returned is a random string of
the same length. For the Pour query, the serial numbers snold

1

and snold
2 generated are also replaced by random strings of

the same length. Let qCA be the number of the CreatAddress
queries sent byA. Assume the advantage ofA in distinguish-
ing a PRF output from a random one is �2. The difference
between the gameG3 andG2 is at most qCA 	 �2.

In game G4, for the Register queries, C modifies G3 by
replacing the generated PID2 with a random string of the
same length. Let qR be the number of the Register queries
sent by A. Assume the advantage of A in the discrete loga-
rithm experiments is �3. The difference between the game
G4 and G3 is at most qR 	 �3.

In game Gsim, C modifies G4 by replacing the generated
coin commitment with the commitment of a random string.
Specifically, for the Mint queries, the vjjk is substituted with
a random input of the same length. For the Pour queries, if
the output address addrnewpk;j , j 2 f1; 2g belongs to the address
set generated by C, cmnew

j is replaced by a commitment to a
random string of the same length. Let qM be the number of
Mint queries and �4 be the advantage ofA against the hiding
property of COMM. The difference between the game Gsim

and G4 is at most ðqM þ 4 	 qP Þ 	 �4 [7].
Since in game Gsim, the responses and ledgers shown to

A are independent to b, the advantage of A in Gsim is 0. As a
result, the advantage of A in Greal is

AdvA 
 4 	 qP 	 �1 þ qCA 	 �2 þ qR 	 �3 þ ðqM þ 4 	 qP Þ 	 �4

Theorem 2. The proposed RDAP achievesAuthentication if the
signature scheme used is existential unforgeable under the cho-
sen message attacks (EUF-CMA) and the hash function CRH
is collision-resistant.

Proof. Since the anonymity and unlinkability need to be
guaranteed in the scheme, where unlinkability means the
transactions that belong to the same user are unlinkable.
The pseudo-identity and the address public key of a user
should not be included in a transaction. Nevertheless, the
counter ID cID is verified by validators in Verify process,
which can ensure that the user is a legitimate user who
have registered with the local regulator, and the regulator
can determine its jurisdiction for a transaction. tu

For a cID, we consider two cases: For the initial counter
cID0, there is a signature SigðcID0Þ that is signed by the reg-
ulator at the Register phase. If A forges a signature that can
pass the verification, A can be invoked to attack the unfor-
geability of the signature scheme. For a subsequent cID,
given the pubic key of the regulator, validators can check
whether cID is in the tree T cID that corresponds to the
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regulator. If A can forge the proof and pass the verification,
A can be used to break the collision resistance of the hash
function. Thus, authentication of RDAP is proved.

Theorem 3. RDAP achieves Balance if the commitment scheme
COMM is computationally binding, the hash function CRH is
collision resistant, the zk-SNARK scheme is sound, and the
PRF is indistinguishable from a random function.

Proof. To prove the balance property, we modify GAME
balance defined in the security model by letting chal-
lenger O obtain an augmented ledger where for each
pour transaction, besides the instance x ¼ ðrt; snold

1 ; snold
2 ;

cmnew
1 ; cmnew

2 ; vpub; �Þ; a witness v ¼ ðcold1 ; cold2 ; cnew1 ; cnew2 ,
addroldsk;1; addr

old
sk;2; path1; path2Þ is also attached. But for A,

the view of the ledger is not changed. We denote the aug-
mented ledger as ðL;~aÞ, where ai is the witness for the ith
pour transaction instance xi. Note that for the transactions
that are generated by ORDAP , C can obtain the witness just
by asking the ORDAP . For the Pour transactions that are
created by A and inserted in the ledger, the correspond-
ing witness can be obtained by using the knowledge
extractor of the zk-SNARK. tu

We say that the balance property holds for a ledger ðL;~aÞ
if the following conditions are met.

� For a pour transaction txPour, the distinct old coin
commitments cmold

1 and cmold
2 open to two different

values. Moreover, the old commitments are the out-
puts of mint or pour transactions that precedes txPour

on L.
� No two pour transactions contain different openings

of a same coin commitment.
� For the vold1 ; vold2 of input values and vnew1 ; vnew2 ; vpub of

output values, the condition vold1 þ vold2 ¼ vnew1 þ
vnew2 þ vpub holds.

� For each txPour and its witness a, if cmold
i , i 2 f1; 2g is

the output of a mint transaction txMint, the public
value v in txMint is equal to voldi in a. If cmold

i is the
output of another pour transaction tx0Pour, the open-
ing v0 to cmold

i is equal to voldi .
� For the pour transactions generated byA, if cmold

i , i 2
f1; 2g is the output of a mint or pour transaction tx,
the public address of the receiver for tx belongs to A,
which means A can only spend the coins minted or
received by itself.

If Ledger L is not balanced, it implies that A violates at
least one of the above conditions with a non-negligible
probability. We analyze each condition as follows and show
the contradictions with the assumption.

If condition 1 does not hold, it means that cmold
1 ¼ cmold

2 , or
cmold

i is not on the ledger. Since for a pour transaction, valida-
tors will verify that the two serial numbers are different. If
cmold

1 ¼ cmold
2 , the fact that snold

1 6¼ snold
2 means that there two

openings of cmold
1 , one is derived from rold1 , and the other is

derived from rold2 , which violates the binding property of
COMM scheme. If cmold

i is not on the ledger precedes txPour,
there does not exist a valid authentication path which can
prove that cmold

i is unspent. If the authentication path passes
the verification, there exists a collision for the hash function
CRH,which violates the collision resistance of CRH.

If condition 2 does not hold, it implies that there are two
pour transactions txPour and tx0Pour that spend the same coin
cm twice, i.e., cm can be opened to two different values,
which corresponds to two serial numbers. This contradicts
the binding property of COMM scheme.

If condition 3 does not hold, it means that vold1 þ vold2 6¼
vnew1 þ vnew2 þ vpub, which will be checked by validators dur-
ing Verify process. If the inequality holds, the soundness of
the zk-SNARK is violated.

If condition 4 does not hold, L contains a pour transac-
tion that opens cmold to a value vold. But for the mint or pour
transaction that corresponding to cmold that precedes txPour
on L, the transaction opens cmold to a value v0old. This breaks
the binding property of COMM scheme.

If condition 5 does not hold, it implies that A can spend
a coin that belongs to an honest user whose apk ¼
PRFaddr

ask ðrpÞ. Since the witness a of the pour transaction
txPour inserted by A contains an ask and rp that can generate
apk, the security of PRF is violated. Thus, RDAP achieved
the balance property of the ledger.

Theorem 4. The proposed RDAP achieves Traceability if the
signature scheme is existential unforgeable under the chosen
message attacks (EUF-CMA) and the zero-knowledge proofs
are sound.

Proof. If a transaction violates the defined regulatory poli-
cies, the adversary cannot generate a valid range proof,
otherwise, it can be utilized to break the soundness of the
range proof scheme. Therefore, a pseudo-identity certifi-
cate is included in a transaction when the transaction does
not comply with policies. Since the pseudo-identity certifi-
cate is signed by the local regulator, by verifying the signa-
ture and the sigma proof which proves that the user
knows rp, the regulator ensures that the user is a legitimate
user that previously registered. Based on the pseudo-iden-
tity certificate and its secret key, the regulator can recover
the user’s real identity. If A can forge the signature and
pass the verification, A can be utilized to break the unfor-
geability of the underlying signature scheme. Moreover,
since the initial counter cID of a user is also signed by the
regulator and included in the tree T cID , and the updated
cID must be calculated based on the initial counter, the
user cannot get around the regulation policies by generat-
ingmultiple address public-private keys. tu

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of RDAP, we conduct simula-
tions and analysis on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-7500U of 2.9 GHz and 8GB RAM. We use Barreto-Naeh-
rig (BN) curve as the elliptic curve whose order is 256-bit
length. The secure hash functions used in the scheme
are SHA-256 hash functions. As in [7], we instantiate
the COMM and PRF functions by using SHA-256 hash
functions.

Compared with Zerocash, we add the algorithm of Regis-
ter and Trace, and a zero-knowledge proof p2 in a pour
transaction, which is used for regulation compliance. A user
needs to prove that the accumulated transferred value is
within the predefined limit, or else, its pseudo-identity
certificate needs to be involved in the transaction to help
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recover the identity of the user. We simulate and analyze
the overhead of the added algorithms in RDAP. The details
are shown as follows.

For the Register algorithm, a user needs to compute
PID1 and Rp, and a zero-knowledge proof which proves
that PKfðrpÞ : PID1 ¼ grp ^Rp ¼ g

rp
1 g: Moreover, the user

also generates its address public-private key pair and
encryption public-private key pair. The overall computa-
tion cost for the user is 5.95 ms. For the regulator, it first
verifies the zero-knowledge proof, and then generates
PID2, and an initial counter cID for the user. After that,
the regulator signs PID ¼ fPID1; PID2g, cID, and sends
the pseudo-identity certificate and initial counter certifi-
cate to the user. In Register phase, the time cost for the
regulator is 9.51 ms.

For the Pour algorithm, we add a zero-knowledge
proof p2, which is related to regulatory policy enforce-
ment. For p2, we simulate the time overhead for both
users and validators. Note that in step 2, the user needs
to prove that cID is in the tree T cID. We simulate the cor-
responding MHT proof generation and verification by
invoking the libsnark library [37]. We test the time cost of
key generation, proof generation, and verification for the
MHT proof when the number of the leaf nodes changes
from 8 to 1024, i.e., the depth of the tree grows from 3 to
10. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 2, from
which we can observe that the computation time grows
linearly with the depth of the MHT, due to the number of
nodes on the authentication path is the same as the depth
of the tree. The time cost for creating the proving key and
verification key for the MHT proof in p2 is about 36 s
when there are 1024 leaf nodes. As the key generation is
performed only once, the time cost is acceptable.

In p2, given all the leaf nodes and a specific cID, the user
needs to generate a zk-SNARK proof. Based on the root of
T cID and the proof, a verifier can check whether a leaf node
is in the tree. From Fig. 2, we can see that when there are
1024 leaf nodes, it costs 10.7 s to generate a proof. The verifi-
cation for a proof is fast, and the time spent stays at a con-
stant 0.007 s when the depth of T cID varies. We also
evaluate the storage cost of the proving key, the verification
key, and the generated proof when the depth of T cID

changes from 3 to 10. Results show that the sizes of the

verification key and the generated proof are fixed, which
are 10.12 KB and 128 bytes, respectively. From Fig. 3, we
can see that the size of the proving key increases as the
depth of T cID grows. When the depth of the tree is 10, the
size of the generated proving key is 39.8 MB. For the sigma
proof in p2, we analyze the time overhead of different sigma
proofs based on the cryptographic operations involved. For
the third statement in p2, the time cost for a user to generate
the sigma proof is about 7.88 ms, and a validator needs
about 14.03 ms to verify the proof. For the fourth statement
in p2, it takes 8.76 ms for a user to create the corresponding
sigma proof, and the time cost for a validator to verify the
sigma proof is about 12.28 ms.

For the Trace algorithm, a regulator first verifies the
validity of the signature and the proof of PKfðrpÞ : PID1 ¼
grpg, which costs 2.7 ms. If they are valid, it takes 3.18 ms for
the regulator to obtain the real identity of the user. Hence,
the whole cost for the regulator is 5.88 ms in the Trace
phase.

From the above experiment results, we can see that the
designed RDAP can achieve efficient proof generation
and verification for regulatory enforcement. Moreover,
when suspicious transactions are discovered, only small
overheads are required for regulators to recover users’
identities.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a regulated and decen-
tralized anonymous payment scheme (RDAP) where reg-
ulatory policies can be enforced and users’ privacy can be
protected. Payers and payees of transactions and the
transferred amounts are hidden from others, while a
user’s total amount of transferable cryptocurrency and
the number of transactions in a time period are limited.
The validity and regulatory compliance of transactions
are guaranteed by zero-knowledge proofs. RDAP
achieves anonymity, authentication, balance, traceability,
and may shed light on the further research on decentral-
ized anonymous payment with regulatory compliance.
For the future work, we aim to design a regulated crypto-
currency scheme that can support additional regulatory
policies such as tax enforcement.

Fig. 2. Computation cost for the MHT proof. Fig. 3. Storage cost for the MHT proof.
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